About Bisley

Bisley is the UK’s largest manufacturer of steel storage for the office and the home, with a state-of-the-art factory in Newport, Wales, and a showroom on Great Portland Street, central London.

Founded in 1931 by sheet metal worker Freddy Brown, Bisley is proud to be a leader in office storage innovation and is firmly established as a pioneer in its field. Architects and end-users continue to specify Bisley products, reassured by an unyielding commitment to design excellence and unrivalled technical expertise.
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Bisley has invested more than £60 million in the most advanced metalworking machinery and state-of-the-art painting equipment since the Newport factory opened in 1989. Our investment in advanced plant and machinery is matched by the quality of our workforce.

We are as proud of our workforce as we are of our investments. We endeavour to provide secure, well paid employment and believe totally that the future of Bisley can only be guaranteed by a combination of a dedicated workforce linked to modern technology.

We further contend that this can only be achieved by striving to create a centre of manufacturing excellence which will match the best in Europe. We will continue to invest into the future as we have in the past.

Everyone who works for Bisley is aware that we can only succeed with the full support and confidence of our customers and suppliers.
LateralFile™

There’s a bespoke element to all Bisley products due to their inherent versatility and breadth of range. LateralFile™ can easily be adapted to suit customer-specific requirements. A unit can be left alone simply providing room for storage or double up as seating or screening providing a functional and stylish solution that’s unique to the environment in which it stands.

For more information visit our website www.bisley.com to request a copy of the Systems Storage brochure.
Glide II™

Glide II™ has all the qualities you would expect from a Bisley product along with additional attributes that set it apart from the average storage system. Its acoustic performance is impressive whether you opt for the distinctive perforated or foam filled doors and its unbroken exterior makes for a super-smooth silhouette. It comes in four heights and six widths, which complement the ever-popular LateralFile™ and SystemFile™ programmes.

For more information visit our website www.bisley.com.
InnerSpace™

Bisley InnerSpace™ is the only mobile system specifically developed for the ‘front office’, combining superior engineering with quality design. Unbroken lines, ergonomically-designed fold-away handles and a silent, belt-driven mechanism make InnerSpace™ a neutral and efficient choice of secure mobile storage for any office. It’s also adaptable and therefore a future-proof / sustainable solution.

For more information visit our website www.bisley.com to request a copy of the InnerSpace™ brochure.
Desk associated storage

Made to the highest design standards with durability in mind, Bisley’s desk storage systems are unbeatable in quality and scope. The distinctive range offers a solution for every office environment, offering sleek and sustainable solutions that any designer or office manager would be proud to specify.
Desk associated storage
The Bite® pedestal has everything going for it. A clever design twist enables it to wrap neatly over and under single workstations and bench desks creating a sense of personal space - particularly important in open-plan offices, plus: it’s mobile. In an age where hot desking or desk sharing is increasingly becoming the norm, this unit can travel with its user to any spot in the office, storing an individual’s personal working documents.

1. Wraps over a desk top. Letterbox for receiving notes and mail
2. Mini screen fitted with bulletin or whiteboard
3. Filing drawer suitable for A4 (front facing) or Foolscap (side facing)

---

**Bite®**

**Towers**

Customisation is key to the success of the Bisley tower pedestal range. What people store in and around their desks cannot be pre-defined and this pedestal is designed to adapt. The pull-out units reveal space for filing, desk accessories and all those personal items that would normally crowd the desktop or can simply extend the work surface. Once shut, the workstation is left totally free of clutter.

1. Configurable with matching work surface
2. Screen compatible tool ladder
3. Topbox option for Tower 2 or HighLine™ desk high pedestal

---

For more information visit our website www.bisley.com
Desk associated storage
Integrated pedestals

Bisley has developed a comprehensive range of pedestals which can be incorporated with any desking range. The Integrated pedestal carcase is precision engineered from a one piece steel wrap with no visible seams or joins and offers exceptional strength characteristics. All components have been designed to be easily interchangeable enabling bespoke pedestals to be quickly specified and manufactured to the highest quality standards.

1. 300mm wide desk supporting pedestal
2. Seatpad option
3. 6mm decorative steel top / chamfered drawers for soft aesthetic feel

HighLine™ pedestals

Design-savvy specifiers or indeed anyone after a slick and space-efficient under-desk unit will be impressed with the minimalist style of the HighLine™ pedestal. With no visible seams or joins to the carcase the drawers sit flush to the edge designed to fit in perfectly with established Bisley ranges. Two drawer fronts are available: handle-style to complement the Tower and Bite® series as part of the Connect™ range and recessed (with finger-pull detail) to match LateralFile™ and SystemFile™.

1. Recessed drawer fronts
2. Drawer fronts with applied handles; drawers suit both A4 and Foolscap

For more information visit our website www.bisley.com
Desk associated storage
Note™ pedestals

The Note™ pedestal is a familiar sight in style-conscious offices across Europe. Its smart, neutral aesthetic is achieved through the ‘one piece wrap’ assembly process and makes it a suitable companion to almost any desk system or workstation. Castor based mobile units or static options that can be desk supporting are available, with room inside to store A4 suspension files or ‘narrow footprint’ suspension filing.

1. 5th castor for stability on all filing drawers
2. Optional drop-in pen tray
3. Decorative steel top with seatpad option

Wave™ pedestals

A distinctive sculpted handle gives the Wave™ pedestal a unique quality and the inside is just as smart with a fail-safe drawer interlock and embedded drawer alignment for smooth handling. Wave™ can accommodate suspension files or ‘narrow footprint’ side facing filing and various interchangeable internals.

1. Mobile underdesk pedestal with integrated handle design
2. Desk supporting option
3. 100% extension filing drawer for A4 and Foolscap suspension files
Bisley SystemFile™ can provide a multitude of solutions, with a vast choice of internals and accessories for further customisation, all the while maintaining consistency of design and quality, crucial to the modern office.
SystemFile™ lodges fit perfectly into any office
SystemFile™ lodge units

SystemFile™ lodges are the newest addition to the extensive SystemFile™ range. Designed as a high-density storage option for personal use - each 1000mm wide carcase can accommodate three rows of lockers and each compartment can be locked independently. The ergonomic swan-neck handle is just one example of how SystemFile™ lodges have been designed to integrate seamlessly with all other products within the range.

1. Caters for any personal storage requirements
2. Locking detail
3. Label holders

For more information visit our website www.bisley.com
Storage systems

Dow Jones - SystemFile™ tambours
SystemFile™ two door & tambour

The smooth, slatted front of the SystemFile™ tambour unit will suit any environment – from a laid-back office set-up to the most sophisticated workplace scenario. Vertical hand rails add to the clean aesthetic. The full-height flush-front SystemFile™ two door cupboard is just as sleek with its integrated handle design.

1. Two door coat cupboard & tambour units
2. Two door cupboard handle detail
3. Tambour handle detail

SystemFile™ combination unit

A comprehensive cabinet range perfect for high-density storage. Multiple height and width options are available to be combined with drawers, flippers, cupboard or tambour doors and other internal features. Almost anything goes with this attractive, hard-wearing storage system.

1. Combination unit - three drawers, two flippers, desk supporting tambour
2. Met Office - SystemFile™ combination unit, doors, three drawers

For more information visit our website www.bisley.com
Storage systems
SystemFile™ drawers

Designed with flexibility in mind, SystemFile™ offers an array of height and width options, together with access options which include drawers, flippers and cupboard or tambour doors. With a clean, attractive finish, SystemFile™ can be tailored to suit any storage requirement.

1. Three-drawer combination unit - London South Bank University
2. Manchester Metropolitan University
3. SystemFile™ corner detail

SystemFile™ internal fitments

With a wide choice of internal fitments to choose from, the SystemFile™ tambour and 2 door cupboards can be tailored to the needs of each and every user. They can accommodate anything from general storage through to filing with roll-out filing frames, slotted shelves, rails and roll-out media drawers.

1. Media drawer
2. Roll-out filing frame
3. Slotted shelf with divider
4. Dual purpose shelf with lateral filing

For more information visit our website www.bisley.com
Vertical storage

Bisley tambour and two-door cupboard units cater for medium-to-large capacity storage requirements. A selection of internal fittings ensure flexibility and with the storage held vertically essential floor space is freed up.
Vertical storage

Two door cupboard, SystemFile™ tambour
Two door & open front cupboards

The ubiquitous Bisley cupboard continues to impress with its accommodating design. It comes in four heights – each of which can house a range of fitments from pigeon holes through to shelves and filing and even wardrobe packs for hanging up clothes.

1. Two door cupboards
2. Coats cupboard internals
3. Dual purpose shelf with lateral filing

Side opening tambour cupboards

With doors that simply slide open and away into the sides of the unit, Bisley’s range of tambour cupboards save on space and budget. Roll-out shelves, drawers, filing frames and rails can all be hidden inside the cupboard’s smooth, retractable frontage.

1. Side opening tambour with sidefiler
2. Slotted shelf with pigeon hole dividers
3. Corner / tambour detail

For more information visit our website www.bisley.com
Vertical storage

Contract side opening tambours
Stationery cupboards

The Bisley stationery cupboard is the cornerstone of our ‘Fast Track’ range of affordable ‘storage essentials’ available for quick delivery. A neat and economical design, it can almost go unnoticed, but it is deceptively spacious with room inside to meet the majority of storage needs.

1. Stationery cupboard
2. Mastered lock, 200 differs / handle detail
3. Dual purpose shelf with lateral filing

Contract side opening tambour cupboards

Contract side opening tambours are an ideal solution when value and speed of delivery are key requirements. Available on Fast Track order, these units come in our most popular sizes and configurations, can offer as much as five linear metres of storage and are ideal for roll-out storage using filing frames.

1. Contract side opening tambour
2. Roll-out fitments
3. Tambour detail
Economy sliding door cupboards

A perfect complement to our EuroTambours™ range, and offering a breadth of height and width configurations, economy sliding door cupboards provide a flexible storage solution for a variety of file formats.

1. Integrated handles for ease of use
2. Comes preconfigured, including shelves
3. Dual purpose shelf

A4 EuroTambours™

For stylish, affordable and efficient storage of A4-sized media, there is no better choice than the A4 EuroTambour. Designed to a European format, it has plenty of space for a selection of internal fittings such as shelving, and filing frames.

1. A4 EuroTambours™ range
2. Dual purpose shelf
3. Roll-out suspension filing
Vertical storage
Static shelving

Cost-effective contemporary shelving available with add-ons that enable the construction of entire storage systems with the opportunity to downsize quickly and easily. Roll-formed edges give a smooth look to the versatile system, with three, four, six and seven shelf units available in two depths.

1. Extend laterally and back-to-back
2. Move or add extra shelves easily
3. Dual-purpose shelf with lateral filing

Economy shelving

Just as versatile as the static system, the economy shelving is available in starter kits with add-on units available to increase storage capacity. It can cope with a load of up to 90kg per shelf making it a robust and reliable choice suitable for home or work environments. Perfect for open storage of everything from tools through to files.

1. Economy shelving with extension kit
2. Back braced for stability
3. Flexible ladder system for shelf positioning

For more information visit our website www.bisley.com
Vertical storage
MonoBloc™ lockers

This sturdy, utility-style system comes in blocks of two or more lockers that bolt together making it tough but also adaptable as you can add or subtract units, as required. There are seven carcase sizes and four base options to choose from. MonoBloc™ comes in a range of colours to suit specific environments and has additional features such as coat rails, perforated door ventilation and even a bench with recycled plastic seats.

1. Single / third / quarter height doors
2. Locking options include hasp and combination
3. Ventilation detail

CLK lockers

Precious items are in safe hands with the Bisley CLK lockers. Bolting together the locker system quickly expands to meet demand. Two depths of locker form this dependable range with a choice of single, two, four and six-door compartments. Additional design features include under-shelf coat hooks and under-shelf coat rails. Security is assured thanks to a mastered lock with 1000 differs, as with MonoBloc™.

1. CLK lockers roomset
2. Bolt together back and sides
3. Mastered lock, 1000 differs
40 BS filing cabinets
Filing cabinets

Bisley filing cabinets are still the quintessential storage solution for the modern office, fulfilling the majority of filing requirements with plenty of scope to adapt and accessorise. Simple and sleek on the outside, they are the perfect fit for the most stylish office, but like all Bisley products they are tough and built to last.
Filing cabinets
BS filing cabinets

The BS cabinet is strong and quiet. Its fully-welded carcase makes it suitably robust, while roller bearing slides ensure ultimate ease of use; a ‘positive closing device’ allows the drawer to close with precision, from the lightest of touches. It comes in two, three, four and five-drawer versions and a choice of fronts – classic (with neat polished handle) or flush (with finger-pull action) in either A4 or Foolscap dimensions.

1. BS filing cabinets
2. Large label holder
3. Filing drawer suitable for suspension filing - max. loading 40kg, approved to BS EN 14073: pts 2+3 & BS EN 14074

PSF filing cabinets

Unassuming in design, the PSF filing cabinet blends into the background and keeps the filing at bay. It boasts 100% drawer extension, smooth, resistance-free slides and an anti-tilt operation for safe, ultimate ease of use. Two, three and four-drawer versions are available.

1. PSF
2. Label holder
3. Filing drawer suitable for suspension filing - max. loading 40kg
CC contract filing cabinets

Safe and efficient, the CC filing cabinet ticks the required boxes for any responsible office set-up without scrimping on design quality. It is one of the most popular products in Bisley’s ‘storage essentials’ range on account of its affordability and no-nonsense aesthetic.

1. CC contract filing cabinets
2. Filing drawer suitable for suspension filing - max. loading 35kg
3. Label holder / handle design

AOC contract filing cabinets

More great value without compromise on style and security from the AOC contract filing cabinet. A mastered lock, label holders and full drawer extension all feature, while a textured paint finish enhances the look of quality.

1. AOC contract filing cabinets
2. Filing drawer suitable for suspension filing - max. loading 35kg
3. Mastered lock, 200 differs
Filing cabinets
Side filers

With the constant need to free up floor space in mind, Bisley came up with the nifty side filer range of filing cabinets. It offers 30% greater capacity than standard filing cabinets with each drawer made to support foolscap and A4 files suspension files.

1. Side filers
2. Side or front facing filing
3. Mastered lock, 200 differs

Double filers

Offering more space but with the same stylish features, Bisley double filers are large enough to accommodate two rows of forward facing suspension files in each drawer. They are suitable for A4 or American letter format documents and are available in three or four-drawer units with label holders for the insertion of printed labels.

1. Double filers
2. Label holder
3. Front facing A4 suspension filing

For more information visit our website www.bisley.com
Storage specialisms

Bisley’s specialist storage ranges are designed to be as versatile as possible, with an elegant appearance to match most modern offices. Specific product variants cater for all media sizes and storage requirements from large-scale drawings through to DVDs.
F series & media storage cabinets

The F series filing cabinets offer the flexibility required for today’s work environment, with space for both A4 and foolscap suspension files. Other possible configurations include two filing drawers, six personal drawers and one filing drawer, and three personal drawers. Bisley media cabinets are perfect for housing DVDs, CDs and associated items. The drawers on both ranges are predictably smooth to handle, whether you opt for the classic (with handle) or flush front (with finger-pull action).

1. F series cabinets in a desk-supporting role
2. Filing drawers
3. Media drawers with metal divider

Card filers

This hard-working unit does a lot more than its name suggests. Another flexible product, it can store both old and new media, including CDs and DVDs, behind a neat profile, even when fully loaded it remains easy to open and close.

1. Card filers
2. Card filing
3. Label holders
Storage specialisms

Plan files
A0 & A1 plan files

The Bisley plan file can be found in architecture and design studios across Europe as well as offices, museums and any environment where the storage of large format documents is required. Along with a touch of elegance, it offers protection for drawings, plans, samples and collections of various kinds. Plan files are available in either A0 or A1 size and made up of stackable five drawer sections for increased flexibility and ease of installation.

1. Hulleras del Norte S.A. (Hunosa) - plan files
2. All drawers fitted with pressure bar and hood to prevent creasing and curling and dividers for paper sizes
3. Two large label holders per drawer

Card index cabinets

Small and compact, card index cabinets are a cost-effective solution to the storage of card-based information as well as new media. Perfect for storing sensitive information, contact cards and precious items on the desk, the cabinets are lockable and sturdy with single and double drawer versions available for up to three different card sizes and can be stacked one on top of the other to free up desk space.

1. Card index cabinets
2. Stackable; create your own colour scheme
3. Large label holders
Storage for home & office

Compact and bijou is the best way to describe Bisley’s small office range of storage. Available in a variety of cabinet and drawer heights that fit under or on top of a work surface. The neat units are versatile enough to meet individual needs and are perfect for the home, studio or office environment where they can house anything from paperwork through to paints and pens.
Storage for home & office

Multidrawer™ 12 series and 29 series with high plinth
Multidrawers™

One of Bisley’s first-ever products, the Multidrawers™ are as popular as ever, their neat design enhanced by a brilliant choice of colours – the brighter the better for the home environment for an injection of retro cool. Different drawer heights are available with multi-compartment insert trays for small items making it a sound solution for office storage and beyond. Where better to store stationery or the contents of a sewing kit? The 29 series offers greater storage capacity than the 12 series, and can be placed either on top of or under a work surface. A3 versions of the units are also available for yet more storage possibilities for home or office.

1. Insert trays
2. Have fun personalising your Multidrawer™
3. Desk supporting

Multidrawer™ bases

Multidrawers™ are available with four base options to suit a variety of needs, depending upon whether required as free-standing storage or to support a desk.

1. Castor base to go "mobile"
2. Height-adjustable feet for perfect levelling
3. Low plinth as standard
4. High plinth for desk height

* Colour labels not supplied

For more information visit our website www.bisley.com
Storage for home & office
A4 home filer

Home office storage that’s affordable and looks good is difficult to come by, making the A4 home filer a real steal. From the outside it looks neat and tidy, but inside its capacious interior accommodates a range of filing and storage options.

1. A4 home filer in its natural environment
2. Stationery insert tray option
3. A4 suspension pockets

Multidrawer™ insert trays

Plastic insert trays (available with up to 35 compartments) help the Multidrawers™ work even harder, with the opportunity to compartmentalise all manner of items. They can be fitted into all Bisley Multidrawer™ units with multiple-height versions available to match drawer heights.

1. 24 compartment insert tray
2. 9 compartment insert tray
3. A3 multi compartment insert tray
4. A4 multi compartment pen tray

For more information visit our website www.bisley.com
Standard colour palette


Systems colour palette


MonoBloc™ colour palette

1. av7 light grey  2. ay7 oxford blue  3. aa3 anthracite  4. ay8 cardinal red  5. bh2 green  6. bh1 yellow

MonoBloc™ carcases are finished in light grey lightly textured paint with doors in six colour options.

Fast track colour palette

1. av5 av6 coffee / cream duo  2. av4 goose grey

Limited colour palette options vary according to product range. Please contact your Bisley Account Manager for details.

Tambours colour palette

Side opening tambour shutters available in: light grey (1), dark grey (9), black (5), cream (2) and silver (SL)

SystemFile™ tambour shutters available in: light grey (1), dark grey (9), black (5), cream (2), white (EW), beech (BC) and silver (SL)

A4 EuroTambour™ shutters available in: light grey (LG), dark grey (9), black (5), white (EW), cream (2), beech (BC) and silver (SL)

Contract side opening tambour cupboards available in: light grey (LG), Cream (2), silver (SL) and black (5).

The colour blocks above are only approximations, please refer to Bisley metal colour samples for an exact representation.
your complete office solution

Universal Office Solutions offer a complete collection of essential items, specifically designed and manufactured for use across our extensive client base. Our customers include: major construction companies, schools and colleges, commercial offices, both large and small. Products are carefully chosen for value and durability. We'll help you achieve a visually attractive and fully practical solution.

Our Brochures

- Head Office: Southern Depot
  Marsh Road | Lords Meadow Trading Estate | Crediton | Devon | EX17 1EU
  Sales: Tel: 01363 775411 | Fax: 01363 772467

- Northern Depot
  Unit 4 Heathfield Business Park | Heathfield Street | Elland | Halifax | Yorkshire | HX5 9AE
  Sales: Tel: 01422 311276 | Fax: 01422 311278

- www.universalofficesolutions.co.uk | Email: sales@uosltd.co.uk